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President’s
Message
Around the world, the postpartum period is
considered a special time — a time in
which a mother is born, as well as a baby.

2018 Committee
President: Bec Ellison

The postpartum and early parenting period is a time of a
woman’s life I feel very strongly about. Just about every culture around the world has some kind of ‘lying in’ period which
ranges from 2-6 weeks. According to traditional healers from a
number of cultures, the first 40 days after birth shape the next
40 years of a woman’s life. That’s massive. If a woman is treated
with respect, reverence and love, her health and wellbeing will
benefit, essentially for the rest of her life. If she is left to feel
overwhelmed, neglected and depleted, well, you can see how
that might play out.

Vice President: Jenna Nowland

We held our first Early Parenting Workshop recently and while
we talked a lot about baby sleep, development and other baby
related topics, we also spoke a lot about the transformation
from woman to mother, how it is more intense than childbirth
itself, how important nourishment and love in the postpartum
are and how a woman’s identity changes and can become quite
lost in the journey from woman to mother. I think, if we can
shine more light on these parts of the motherhood journey,
women might realise that it is ok to need help, it is ok to feel
like you’re not coping sometimes, it is ok to feel lost because the
transformation is epic and it requires epic support.

General Committee Members:
Aleesha Rutledge
Alex Collier
Jordana Clayton
Amy Brady Burns

We were not meant to do this alone. The ‘village’ of old is
something I yearn for pretty much every day. I feel like it is our
responsibility as women and mothers to support other women
as they transition into motherhood. Listening to their story,
letting them know it’s ok to not love every bit of it and holding
space as they work to discover their new identity as a woman
AND mother. Motherhood is the most important job in the
world; we are birthing and nurturing the next generations of
leaders, followers and world changers. If enough of us are supported to take on this job with the empathy, patience and energy required to raise peaceful, respectful and loving humans,
imagine how we could change the world.
Bec Ellison
CEA President

Treasurer: Vacant
Public Officer: Jess Mithen
Secretary: Vacant
Librarian: Vacant

CEA Staff
Office Administrator:
Kim Pemberton
Educators:
Mary Peterson
Lisa Pascoe
Yoga Instructor:
Clancy Allan

Thank you to
Michael Gunner and
Natasha Fyles for your
assistance with printing
Cover art
Taken from Kaya Birth Stools
‘Support for Comfortable
Upright Birth Positions’
www.kayabirth.com
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Birth Preparation Course
May
Thursday May 3rd
Thursday May 10th
Thursday May 17th
Thursday May 24th
6pm-8.30pm

June
Thursday June 7th
Thursday June 14th
Thursday June 21st
Thursday June 28th
6pm - 8.30pm
If these courses fill we do run a second course
so please always ask if these dates don’t suit your
schedule. Private courses are also available.

Active Birth Workshop
July 7th - Time and Location to be
confirmed

Early Parenting Workshop

Dates for upcoming
courses and workshops
are posted as events on
our facebook page. Please
like our page and check
there for what suits your
estimated due date.
Facebook: Childbirth Education
Association Darwin

Please also note...our Website is
currently being rebuilt.
Apologies for any
inconvenience. It will be back
soon, new and improved.
You can email the office at
info@ceadawin.asn.au

April 22nd 12noon - 3pm
Nightcliff Community Centre
CEA Office

Birth Education Classes
Birth Preparation Classes are held over two or four
weeks and encompass body, mind and
spirit. Includes breastfeeding
information.
Cost: $189 (Includes birth support person)
Active Birth Workshops:
Teaching mothers and birth companions
techniques for comfortable and satisfying birthing
through positioning, movement,
vocalisation and special breathing. Workshops are
held quarterly in one three hour group session.
Cost: $80 (Includes up to two support people)
Private Birth Classes
You may prefer a more personalised course.
Incorportating specific elements of our other
courses. One that fits with your and your birth
partners schedules.
Cost: Dependent on time - approx. $80/hour
Early Parenting Workshops:
Designed to give parents-to-be knowledge and skills 		
to enhance those first precious hours and weeks with
your newborn. Topics include: normal infant
behaviour, sleep and settling, breastfeeding, the infant
microbiome, self care, team building for new
parents and much more.
Cost: $80 (includes partner or support person)
Please email the office for more details regarding any 		
of these courses. info@ceadarwin.asn.au

Birth Preparation
Course Outline
Session One: What is Labour
Orientation/Introduction
Why normal birth is important
What happens during labour
Onset of labour
Early first Stage
Late first stage
Transition
Second stage
Third stage (birth of placenta)
How does the pelvis work?
What does labour sound like?
What does labour look like?
Learning relaxation
Needs during labour
Birth environment
Self care
Question time

Session Three: Planning
Birth plan
Exploring the due date and expectations
around this.
Pregnancy and medical tests
When to contact your care provider
Induction
Deviations from normal
Control and informed choice
Third stage
Post birth
What if I have a cesarean?
Post partum plan
Questions

Session Four: Early Parenting
Breastfeeding
The first hour with your baby
Uninterrupted skin to skin
Breast crawl
Micro biome
The first days of making milk
How breastfeeding works
Session Two: Labour Tool Kit:
Mastitis
Hormones in labour
Safe bed sharing
Releasing fears
Normal infant behaviors
Coping with labour and exploring options Where to seek more information
Breathing
Settling a baby
Relaxation
Routines
Decision-making
Mother guilt
Birth preferences and care provider prefer- Postpartum depression
ences
Relationship changes
Massage techniques
You-time
Question time
De-stressing as a parent
Recovery exercise
Question time
Where to now?

Pregnancy Yoga Classes
Pregnancy Yoga: An antenatal yoga class with asanas
appropriate for pregnancy. Relaxation techniques,
visualisation, pelvic floor exercises & strength work
are included. The library will be open after the class.
Classes are held Saturday 11.30am - 12:45pm
at the Nightcliff Community Centre
Cost: $12 or buy a 5 class pass for $48.00

Nurturing Newborns Morning Teas

(Suitable for Babies from Newborn To Toddlers)
A chance to meet with other parents in a
relaxed environment, have a cup of tea and
share a delicious Petra’s Raw Food Cake.
Topics for each session are posted to facebook
Please see the schedule later in this Newsletter.
Last Tuesday of every month 10am to noon
Nightcliff Community Centre
Cost: Free

CEA Library
Our library has an extensive collection of books,
magazines, DVDs and CDs covering a wide range of
subjects such as Pregnancy, Labour, Birth, Parenting,
Vaccination, Exercise, Nutrition, VBAC, Waterbirth,
Twins, Toddlers, Crying/Sleep, Special Needs
Babies, Grief/Loss, Alternative Therapies, Fathers,
Grandparents, Midwifery, Stories and more!
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World Health Organisation New Guidelines For Healthy Birth
The World Health Organisation released new guidelines
that state women should have more say in the labour and
delivery room.
Among the recommendations, the quidelines reject the
traditional benchmark for cervix dilation.
The WHO also found that women are being drugged to
speed up labour and sent for Cesarean sections at rates
that do not necessarily reflect improved outcomes.
Women should be allowed to choose their delivery
position, including squatting or sitting, and be offered pain
relief, said the doctor who presented the report.
Women in labour should be given more time to give birth
and have fewer medical interventions, while participating
more in decision-making, the World Health Organisation
(WHO) said on Thursday.
Among 26 new recommendations, it rejected a traditional
benchmark in labour wards worldwide for the dilation of a
woman’s cervix at the rate of 1 centimeter per hour saying
it was “unrealistic” and often led to excessive caesarean
sections.
“What has been happening over the last two decades is
that we are having more and more interventions being
applied unnecessarily to women,” said Dr. Olufemi
Oladapo, a medical officer in WHO’s department of
reproductive health and research.
“Things like caesarean sections and using a drug called
Oxytocin (Sentosin), to speed up labour is becoming very
rampant in several areas of the world,” he told a briefing.
He was referring to the synthesized form of a natural
hormone routinely injected intravenously to women to
cause contractions, expedititing birth with the aim of
reducing risk (and, on occasion, clearing busy hospital
delivery rooms more swiftly).
Guidelines related to dilation rate for a woman’s cervix
may be outdated.
In the 1950’s, American obstetrician Emanuel Friedman
studied the progression of labour and laid down a
guideline that a woman’s cervix should dilate at the rate of
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1cm per hour in the initial stages. However, research in the
past 15 years, including a WHO study of 10,000 women,
has shown the rate can be slower without endagering the
health of a woman or child, Oladapo said.
“It’s not a good benchmark, its not a one-size-fits-all
kind of thing. We feel that everybody is unique, and
that some women can go slower than that and still have a
normal vaginal birth.” A better threshold is 5cm of dilation
during the first 12 hours for a new mother and 10 hours in
subsequent labours, WHO said. A woman’s vital signs and
baby’s heartbeat should be monitored closely throughout.
Higher C-section rates don’t necessarily decrease mortality
rates.
“Cesarean rates of more than 10-15 percent do not appear to
lead to any significant drop in mortality rates of mother or
child,” said WHO’s Metin Gulmezoglu.
“Among middle-income economies, Latin America, Turkey,
China and Iran there are high caesarean rates but often not
for the right reasons,” he said.
Women should be allowed to choose their delivery position.
“Women should be allowed to choose their delivery position,
including squatting or sitting, and be offered paid relief,”
Oladapo said. “We want a situation where women have
informed choice, and they are involved in decision-making,”
he said.
“Episiotomy, a cut made to the woman’s outer genital area
to widen the birth canal, is not recommended routinely. If
anything, it actually does more harm than good,” he said.
Geneva (Reuters) - February 16th 2018.
By Stephanie Nebehay

PLANNING TO BREASTFEED?
Breastfeeding
Education Classes
2018
Come to a relaxed, information-packed Breastfeeding Education Class for
expectant parents and support people. Classes are presented by trained
volunteer Breastfeeding Counsellors and cover a range of topics including:
•
•
•
•
•

How breastfeeding works
Breastfeeding in the early days
Parenting in the early days
Information for fathers and support people
Where to go if you need help

Although breastfeeding is natural, it is a learned skill that does not always
come easily. Our classes aim to provide parents with the knowledge and
confidence to successfully breastfeed.
Cost: $70 per couple includes afternoon tea, 12-month membership to the
Australian Breastfeeding Association and FREE book Breastfeeding…naturally
valued at $34.95.

Come and join us
All classes are on a Saturday 1pm - 5pm
FEBRUARY
17

APRIL
28

JUNE
16

AUGUST
18

OCTOBER
13

November
17

For information and bookings:
Mary 0452 485 310
aba.darwin@gmail.com
Australian Breastfeeding Association
Darwin/Palmerston/Rural Group
www.breastfeeding.asn.au
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A Thank-you Letter To My Body
-Two Months after the Birth of My Daughter

Dear Body,
Before I thank you, I need to come clean on some things.
I need to apologise. When you were 15 years old, I let a
man tell us we needed to lose weight in order to succeed
in the modelling world or, to my 15 year old mind, in
order to be loved.
I told you that you were too soft and wide and you took
up too much space, so I fed you almost nothing for the
next three years. I ignored your growling belly, your
dizzy fainting, your ceasing to menstruate.
Finally one day, my mother, who hurt watching me hurt
(as mothers do) let her fears pierce through the fog of my
hunger. “If you keep starving yourself, you won’t be able
to have children!”
I knew I wanted to have children, and her intensity
shook me off that death path, although it was reluctantly
at first that I started feeding you. My mind retained
the impression that the less of you there was, the more
valuable I would be in a culture whose fashion magazines
filled my teenage dreams with sleek skin and charcoal
bones.
At 20 years old, you felt like a 100-year-old body. You
creaked and ached and eventually stopped walking. I
finished college on crutches with a new diagnosis of
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, an autoimmune disease that
causes the body to attack its own thyroid gland. No one
really knows how to fix it.
My brief and unfruitful modeling career ended then
because you were too tired to wait in those long cattle
call lines. You were too depleted to smile for any more
cameras.
From that point on, I saw you as weak, damaged, and a
perpetual prblem. I fell prey to “healers”, with ego’s big
enough to fix me, and I was always eager to try a new
diet or supplement.
Gradually, with time and healing, I started to see you as
strong, beautiful, and capable. I started to feed you the
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healthiest and most delicious foods I could find. I found
people you enjoyed being around and a husband who
loved not just you, body, but the soul within it too too!
You breathed deeper into pants with soft waistlines.
At 36 years old, after trying for two years to get pregnant,
I felt a wave of fear that you weren’t capable of normal
things that other women did. But it turned out I was
wrong and you got pregnant easily as soon as you were
given some viable sperm to work with!
Still, at each growing week of my pregnancy, I half
expected to find that you had failed me, to find blood in
my underwear, letting me know that you weren’t capable
of carrying a child to term.
That familiar fear lived in me through the nine months
of pregnancy, even as you swelled and blossomed
beautifully - as if you’d always known how to do this.
I bought a scale to weigh you for the first time in my
adult life. But this time I smiled as the digits rose each
week. This time I felt abundant before the mirror that
had once so harshly judged you. This time I smiled at my
round reflection as you became my daughter’s own little
planet.
Then in the hardest moment of birth, at 9cm open, I was
told that there was a possible problem with my baby’s
head. It has appeared small on the last ultrasound. So
we rushed off to the hospital where medical staff could be
there to fix what you had done wrong.
Again, I felt a wave of fear. Could you do this to me,
body? Could you fill me with hope and then create only
tragedy? Could you be incapable of giving me a healthy
baby like normal women’s bodies do?
But faster than the wind in the plains, you were pushing
past my thoughts. You were pushing out our baby in
heaves of cataclysmic motion - like you always knew how.
You pushed her out in a rush of waters where I could see
her... perfect ... sized... head.

Now, two months later, you have fed her sweet, white milk
until the rolls of her chubby legs gather lint in their depths.
You have lived beneath my fear that I won’t know what a
good mother does and you have poured a warm, soft love
from your perfectly beating heart. A love that does without
sleep and perseveres while muscles ache from holding and
nipples bleed from feeding. You have loved this child like
you always knew how.
So thank you for being the vehicle for me to grow in and
for my daughter to grown in and from. For being like a
sturdy car that just needs the right fuel, or like a plant that
just needs proper nutrients, sunshine, and water to flower. I

will continue to learn to read you, like I am learning to read
my new daughter who coos and cries, through the wordless
subtlety of your language. Thank you for bringing from
your oceanic depths her sea shell ears, her rhythic breath,
her shimmering skin and her life. Thank you for giving me
the chance to become a mother who is softer, wider, takes
up more space.

Written By Jaia Lin
Occupational Therapist
who is beginning her parenting journey
with her husband and new daughter
Article taken from Midwifery Magazine
Winter Edition 2017

Jaia Lin has found renewed trust in her bodies abilities after the experience
of giving birth and the demands of early parenting.
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The Importance of Infant
Exposure to Micro-Organisms
... A Healthy Baby Gut
Many studies have suggested that the trillions of
micro-organisms that inhabit the human body
influence our current and future health and may
account for the rising incidence of several serious
medical conditions effecting both young and old.
The research indicates that caesarean deliveries and
limited breastfeeding can distort the population of
micro-organisms in a baby’s gut and may explain
the unchecked rise of worrisome health problems in
children and adults, including asthma, allergies, celiac
disease, Type 1 diabetes and obesity. These conditions,
among others, are more likely to occur when an
infants gut has been inadequately populated by healthpromoting bacteria.
A growing number of researchers and consumers
are now paying more attention to where it all begins,
especially how this huge population of microbes in our
bodies, called the microbiome, is affected, for good or
bad, by how babies are born and nourished.
As this still-evolving information trickles down to
prospective mothers, it could (and perhaps should)
lead to profound changes in obstetrics, pediatrics and
parenting. The two most important would be fewer
scheduled caesarean deliveries and more mothers
breastfeeding exclusively for six months (and beyond)
to enhance the kinds and amounts of bacteria that
inhabit an infant’s gut.
These organisms perform important functions
that include digesting unused nutrients, producing
vitamins, stimulating normal immune development,
countering harmful bacteria and fostering maturation
of the gut.
A disruption in one or more of these functions can
lead to serious, sometimes lifelong, health problems.
If, for example, gut maturation is impaired or delayed,
some expers believe undigested proteins could leak
ito the bloodstrem and trigger an allergy or gluten
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intolerance, or an impaired immune system could
result in an autoimmune disorder like Type 1 diabetes,
juvenile arthritis or multiple sclerosis.
Babies are exposed to some organisms in utero, but
the organisms encountred during birth and the first
months of life have the greatest infuence on those that
become permanent residents in their guts. Recent
studies have shown that both a viaginal birth and
exclusive breastfeeding can signifcantly affect the
kinds and numbers of their gut microbes and the risk
of developing various health problems.
For example a Danish study of two million children
born between 1977 and 2012 found that those
born by caesarean delivery were significantly more
likely than those born vaginally to develop asthma,
systemic connective tissue diroders, juvenile arthritis,
inflammatory bowel disease, immune deficiencies and
leukemia.
Babies born vaginally primarily acquire the microbes
that inhabit their mother’s vagina and bowel.
However, those delivered surgically before membranes
rupture and labour begins acquire microbes mainly
from the mother’s skin and the personnel and
environment in the newborn nursery.
When an emergency caesarean is performed after
membranes rupture and labour has begun, the baby
acquires fewer of the mother’s microbes than it would
during a vaginal birth but many more than from a
scheduled cesarean.
These differences in the gut microbiome were found
to persist in children until at least 7 years of age,
according to a study in Finland published in 2004.
Currently about one baby in three in the US is born
by Caesarean section, up from about one in five in the
1990’s. (The Caesarean rate in Darwin at the Public
Hospital is around 40% according to the most recent

statistics - The Mothers & Babies NT Midwives (Statistics)
Collection published by the Dept. of Health in 2014).
Certainly, a surgical delivery can be lifesaving when, for
example the foetus or the mother is at risk of a serious
or fatal complication from a vaginal delivery. But other
reasons for the rise in caesarean deliveries, including the
readings from a foetal monitor, are less clear-cut. Even
though many babies with borderline readings would be likely
fine with a vaginal birth, women and their doctors are are
usually unwilling to take a chance when the monitor suggests
that the foetus may be in trouble. And women who have one
caesarean, which weakens the uterine wall, are more likely
to have a second or third rather than risk a uterine rupture
during subsequent labour and delivery.
To counter the effects of a surgical birth on the infant’s
microbiome, a growing number of women whose babies
are delivered by caesarean are requesting that medical staff
transfer microbes from the mother’s vagina to their infants
soon after birth. Some are administering the microbe
exchanges themselves. However, an expert committee of
the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
recently warned that the practice, known as vaginal seeding,
was premature and possibly hazardous.
“At this time, vaginal seeding should not be performed
outside the context of an institutional review board
approved research protocol until adequate data regarding
the safety and benefit of the process become available”, the
committee concluded. The committee cited a potential risk
of transferring pathogenic organisms from the woman to
the neonate. If vaginal seeding is being considered, women
should be informed of the risks and tested for infectious
diseases and potentially pathogenic bacteria, including
group B streptococci, herpes simplex virus, chlamydia and
gonorrhea, the committee stated.

offers health benefits to infants. I’m worried about mothers
doing this without screening and sometimes without
supervision by a physician who says its OK.”
She added that at the moment, breastfeeding is the best
and safest way to expose babies born by caesarean to their
mother’s bacteria. Breast milk contains many of the same
beneficial bacteria found in a woman’s vagina, and breastfeeding infants are much less likely than those consuming
formula to develop respiratory and gastrointestinal infections
and allergies as well as chronic diseases like diabetes, obesity
and inflammatory bowel disease.
In a study published on-line last May in JAMA Pediatrics,
researchers reported that babies who got all or most of their
milk from the breast had microbiota most like their mothers.’
Dr Grace M Aldrovandi of the University of Californa, Los
Angeles, and co-authors noted that “breast milk bacteria that
seed the gut first influence and select for bactera that follow,
leaving a footprint that can be detected even in adulthood.”
These organisms are associated with a reduced risk of
developing asthma, they wrote.
However, infants in the study who were not primarily
breast fed acquired an abundance of bacteria linked to a
risk of becoming obese. Some studies have found that even
small amounts of formula supplementation can shift the
microbiota away from a breast fed pattern.
Written By: Jane E Brody
New York Times, 5 February 2018

Dr Suchitra Hourigan, a pediatric gastroenterologist and
director of the Inova Translational Medicine Institute in Falls
Church, Va., is planning a three year study of 800 babies
delivered by a scheduled caesarean, half of whom will get
vaginal seeding, to help determine if the technique is safe
and beneficial. Dr Hourigan said in an interview, “Women
shouldn’t do vaginal seeding until trials show it’s safe and
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This three hour workshop offers participants
the opportunity to:

Active
Birth
Workshop

N Observe demonstrations and have ample time to practice
various active birth positions with guidance
N Learn in detail the benefits of positioning
N Review the stages of labour that different positions/
activities and breathing exercises suit best
N Practice using birthing tools such as vocalisation,
movement, stress balls, birth balls, shower, birth pool,
massage, pressure points, bean bag & tens machine
N Learn to work with your contractions and gravity

‘During an active birth, the
mother-to-be is encouraged
to move around freely and
choose positions that feel
comfortable to her’

N Explore how to remain active during foetal monitoring
N Learn how to reduce the risk of tearing using optimal
positions and breathing as your baby is born
N Birth partners will learn more about their important role how to encourage your partner not sympathise, how to help
your partner change positions/activities, use of heat packs,
massage and pressure points & being the interface for your
partner with others at the birth

The workshop is suited to:

Childbirth Education Association

knowledge • confidence • choice
The benefits of choosing an Active Birth include; reduced chance of
medical interventions, shorter labour time, less painful labour, a more
satisfying labour, better oxygen flow to baby, best use of gravity and
increased involvement for birth partners

Date: 7th July 2018
Time: To Be Confirmed
Venue: To Be Confirmed
Cost: $80.00 for two people
Childbirth Education Association
Nightcliff Community Centre
6/18 Bauhinia Street, Nightcliff
Office hours: Tues–Fri, 9am–12noon
Tel: 08 8948 3043

www.ceadarwin.asn.au
info@ceadarwin.asn.au
Join us on Facebook:
Childbirth Education
Association Darwin

N First-time parents
N VBAC families
N Those having subsequent babies who would
like some extra skills
N For those who have already completed birth
preparation classes it’s a chance to extend
the birth skills and natural pain management
sections of the course
N Those who have done HypnoBirthing or
Calm Birth courses and wish to explore more
techniques
N Couples wishing to strengthen their
connection and ‘team-build’ as part of their birth
experience
 





Course facilitator Lisa Pascoe has a Bachelor of Nursing, Master
of Science (Midwifery), Graduate Certificate in Emergency
Nursing, is a Lactation Consultant and Birth Educator. She is
passionate about supporting families to have positive birth
experiences. Her belief in Active birth is based on research,
observations while providing midwifery care and personal
experience whilst birthing her two sons.
Contact the CEA office for more information and bookings:

info@ceadarwin.asn.au or tel: 89483043 Tues to Fri

More details can be found on my
website www.nappiesonamission.com

I am 69, a great grandmother and
started Nappies on a Mission 3 years
ago.
My first donation was 11 MCNs
and 4 squares which arrived on
3/2/2011 and in the first 5 months
I received 83 second hand nappies
plus 46 new ones which were
testers. It has grown to the point
where last week I received one box
of 100 nappies. Usually the only
thing that needs doing is renewing
the elastic, but sometimes I have
to replace a snap or sew down the
Velcro.
I am currently giving the
completed nappies to a couple in
Darwin whose daughter works
in East Timor among the poorer
mountain people. They send a
container over there 3 or 4 times
a year and I give them 200 to 300
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nappies a month. Some of these I
haven’t had to do anything with as
I get mixed bags of some needing
repair and some not.
I now have an address in Sydney
of a lady who collects for Home of
the Swallow in Northern Thailand
so have been redirecting those
donors who have nappies not
needing repair. If anyone would
like nappies sent somewhere else
and has a contact I would be happy
to oblige.
I am completely blown away by
the generosity of the donors and
my thanks goes out to every one of
them, my need now is for someone
to help with the sewing as for
the past 20 months I have been
working a full time job as well.

Do you have some nappies that
are too ‘Used’ for re-sale, but still
perfectly OK to use? Or nappies
you would like to donate to
orphanages as they are?
For Nappies / Inserts, Boosters,
Squares that don’t need to be
repaired please address parcel to:
Nappies On A Mission
22 Hill Street,
Russell Island Qld 4184
For nappies that do need some
repair please address parcel to:
Robyn Sage
PO Box 39923 Winnellie NT 0821
Contact Robyn:
Phone 0426993135
robyngae@westnet.com.au

Are you or someone you know
pregnant, under 25 years and
looking for Child Birth Education
and support?
The Pandanus Child Birth Education and Perinatal Support
Program provides one on one support and Child Birth
Education to pregnant women and their partners under
25 years of age. All group sessions are youth friendly and
operate in a safe environment with a qualified
Youth Worker and Midwife.
The Pandanus Program operates in the Darwin and
Palmerston areas and offers:
• one on one child birth education sessions
• group child birth education courses
• personal support and assistance
• young parent support and education groups
• transport is available
For more information about the
Pandanus Program, please call
Anglicare NT
Phone: 08 8946 4800
www.anglicare-nt.org.au

Preconception to Postpartum
Health, Wellbeing and Support

Nutritionist
Parenting Consultant
Childbirth Educator
Doula

Natural Fertility
Preconception Care
Pregnancy Nutrition
and Wellbeing
Birth Planning and
Support
Postpartum Nutrition
and Wellbeing
Postpartum Support
Parenting Support

0408 878 689
becellison.birth@gmail.com
becellison.com.au
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Nurturing Newborns
Monthly Morning Teas
Last Tuesday of Every Month 10.00am – Noon
Nightcliff Community Centre Meeting Room
Refreshments Provided From Petra’s Raw Cakes
Free of Charge

CEA is facilitating a welcoming and relaxed monthly
gathering for pregnant people
& parents of babies from birth to eighteen months.
Older siblings welcome.
Date

Topic

Tuesday 30th January
Tuesday 27th February
Tuesday 27th March
Tuesday 24th April
Tuesday 28th May
Tuesday 26th June
Tuesday 31st July
Tuesday 28th August
Tuesday 25th September

Infant Sleep
Baby Wearing
Introducing Solids (Baby-led Weaning)
Gut Health for Babies and Children
Contraception During Breastfeeding & Child Spacing
Relationship Dynamics Through Pregnancy Birth & Early Parenting
Healing From Birth ... Discussing Your Experience
The Fourth Trimester - Preparation & Recovery

Tuesday 30th October
Tuesday 27th November

Breastfeeding Older Babies & Toddlers
Toddler Food & Eating
Travelling With Babies
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The Birth of Isla Jade
This birth story begins with the birth of my
first son, Aidan. With Aidan, a small amount of
amniotic fluid that leaked during the night of
January 2nd 2015, and the following morning.
With excitement we shared the news with our
midwife from the Community Midwifery Practice
as soon as we could, only to be asked to come in
(to the hospital) for monitoring and to discover the
hospitals policy - to either start labour within 18
hours or commence IV induction with Syntocin if
labour was not established by then. This was due to
an increased risk of infection after 18 hours. Aidans
labour didn’t start 18 hours later, and, after warding
them off for 30 hours, without being equipped
with more knowledge, we then decided to hand
ourselves over to start induction – something even
at that point I knew I didn’t want.
Despite no signs of dilation, my waters were
broken, a Sentocin drip induction started, and
Aiden was born vaginally 12 hours later. There were
a lot of feelings of frustration and anger during
labour, and my partner constantly needed to coach
me to stay in my body and stay out of my head.
But, we managed to find our way through without
needing any further intervention.
The amount of amniotic fluid I lost with Aidan
wouldn’t even have even filled half a cup! I knew
that when my second birth started I was going to
avoid induction and prepare myself with evidence
based knowledge regarding premature rupture of
membranes.
On 18th of May 2017, 3 days after my due date.
I had a suspicion I had leaked a tiny bit of fluid
during the day but I chose to ignore it. I had seen
my cousins, had a lovely time with my family and
after putting in a primrose oil capsule to help ripen
my cervix, I went to bed around 10pm wondering
with a smiling heart, like every other night over
the last few weeks, if tonight was going bring us
something other than a sleepless night.
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With what felt like only the blink of an eye, at
11.30pm I was woken suddenly by a “pop” feeling
and felt water running out of me. “Daniel, help
me!” I urgently whispered to my partner over my
sleeping son who in the bed with us. “There is
water everywhere!” With his help I cleaned myself
up, put a towel on the bed and went back to sleep
to find a few hours later it had happened again.
Again,my membrane had ruptured before labour
started, but this time the tear felt huge. I wondered
with excitement if I was going to have a baby by the
morning! If not, what then?
We woke up early on the 19th, excited to feel what
was happening. I lay still in bed, hoping to feel even
the slightest sign of a surge. Nothing. I moved to get
out of bed and lost more fluid. I encouraged Daniel
to go to work, I didn’t want him waiting around
for something to happen if it wasn’t going to start
straight away again and instinctively knew I would
be OK by myself for the time being. I tooed and
froed between calling my beloved midwife to let her
know the news, however the more I thought about
it the more it dawned on me the consequences if I
chose to share this news with her.
We were being looked after by the homebirth
service and planned to have our baby at home. I
totally loved my midwife and the relationship I had
with her. Could I tell her in secret? I knew if I did
confess I would have to go to hospital for checks,
and then be exposed to making pressured decisions.
Decisions I might not have had to make if I were
having this baby a few years ago. I knew legally she
would have to act according to these policies, so, if
I chose not to go to hospital then ultimately I would
have to birth unassisted at home.
In the past, hospital policies allowed you 24 - 72
hours and I had even heard of women whose
doctor had allowed them to go a week with
prolonged rupture of membranes before any
further intervention was asked for. I knew from
my previous experience I did not want to invite the

extra unnecessary angst into my mindspace over
something that, in the moment, was trivial.
My vision had grown over my pregnancy that
the birth was going to be OK. I wasn’t attached to
birthing at home, but I just couldn’t visualize it any
other way.
We decided to give ourselves until that afternoon
and would then reassess where I was at. I called
a good friend and birth worker to go over this.
I wanted to be reassured I was making the right
decision (for us) by not telling my midwife my
waters had broken.
I was having strong feelings of guilt that I was
betraying our trust but she reassured me that it was
my show, and my midwife was there for me on my
terms. After hearing this I felt like I was standing on
my own two feet again and brought myself back to
the centre of my journey! I wore a pad over the day
and leaked fluid here and there. I started to notice I
was having ever so mild sensations.

I later did a food shop and continued to wait. I
knew the signs to look for infection and I could
start to see I was losing clear mucus with bright red
streaks of blood, a good sign. Baby was still moving,
although not often, but the movements still had
strength in them. No sign of temperature or ill
feeling. All was ok. Breathe.
The afternoon drifted in and the feeling of knowing
we needed to reassess our decisions loomed over
me. We decided to give ourselves 24 hours from
the time of rupture before I let my midwife know
that my waters had broken (although in hindsight,
calling her at 1130pm at night if I wasn’t in labour
didn’t make much sense).

Both Aidan and Daniel came home about 4pm
and much too all our disappointment nothing had
really changed. The experience of early labour was
new to me, as my labour with Aidan was managed
from the start, so I wasn’t sure how to guage what
was happening. I lay down for another rest and
another big gush of fluid came out. I had been very
conscious all day to keep my fluids up, I knew that
My son Aidan went with his grandparents (support amniotic fluid replenished itself but part of me
is the best) and I lay down and managed to fall into worried that I would lose more than I could make
a restful sleep listening to my Hypnobirthing tracks.
cont/...

Jenna’s Birth Affirmations
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BLUE CYCLES

Have you considered birthing at home?

Yarrawonga

Mums & Bubs
Classes
$12
per class

Mums & Bubs Tabata Class
Monday 9-10am

!

!

Mums & Bubs Circuit Class
Friday 9-10am

!

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Bring baby bouncer and thick
playmat

!

1/1 CALVIN ST YARRAWONGA
To book a class visit bluecyclesnt.com!
For more information email
emi.minerds@gmail.com!
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If you are interested in having a homebirth in Darwin and you
would like to have continuity of care with a midwife throughout your pregnancy, labour, birth and after your baby is born
and you are likely to have a low risk pregnancy - this may be
an option for you
If you would like to contact one of our midwives to discuss
further please ring 8922 5522 or visit www.nt.gov.au/health.

and endanger my baby. I knew then that it was time to
start ‘willing’ this baby out.

the next morning on the 20th then we would let our
midwife know.

Fortunately (?) we live in an elevated house so I was
conscious when I walked up the stairs to put some
emphasis into my stride to try to get the baby engaged.

We went off to bed, but as I lay down more fluid leaked
and wet the bed, so I went and lay some towels on the
couch and lay there. I managed to fall asleep.

At 5pm we all went for a walk around the block and I
noticed I was starting to feel stronger sensations in my
lower back, a buzzing tingling feeling, and some period
like pain. I was pretty sure then, I was having an actual
surge, although it would have only been three or four
sensations in an hour.

At 11pm I woke to a significant movement of my baby,
as if it was trying to kick itself out (!!) and another big
gush of fluid. I didn’t feel like I had been contracting and
wondered if the night was not going to be as eventful as
I had hoped. I started to feel really sad that we might not
have this baby at home.

Around 8pm we put our son to bed and discussed
calling the midwife. When I dialled her number I still
wasn’t sure what to say. My heart was racing. We let her
know I was starting to feel surges but only about 4 in an
hour, I told her that tonight could be the night so to get
some good rest. Her response was not all that excited
and she casually said “oh you probably have much
longer to go, try and get some sleep and relax.” I still
couldn’t bring myself to let her know my waters were
broken so I asked “what do I do if my waters break?
Do I call you?” to which she replied “yes, do so, and
depending on what time, we will go in for monitoring,
or we may possibly wait till the morning.” I replied
awkwardly and we hung up. After all, we had given
ourselves 30 hours to wait for Aidan.

I checked my phone and my lovely friend had messaged
me to send hope that all was well. My response indicated
my disappointment. “No it’s not really…. all surges have
stopped. Every time I lie down, bub kicks and squirms
then I have a big loss of fluid. It’s like there is a tear that
is too easy to leak from. I’ve had more mucus loss and
all fluid looking good so not worried about infection,
just worried I am losing too much fluid and bub won’t
get into position. Really doesn’t feel engaged. I’ve told
the midwife I’m having surges and mucus, but couldn’t
bring myself to tell her about the fluid.”

I paced around and worried with Daniel if we were
doing the right thing, we went over our decision again
and again, confirming with each other we were doing to
right thing for us, and therefore our baby. It was at that
point that I really wished I had a doula, someone who
knew me, who was well educated in this and I could
confide in without compromising her position.
New decision – if nothing had happened by 8:30am

Soon after, Daniel came out to check if I was OK. I let
him know where I was at while we made some herbal
tea. I drank some more water and coconut water. I
rocked around on my ball doing figure of eights and
paced the room wondering what to do. Daniel nodded
off on the couch; I put a blanket on him and kept
fiddling around the house. Then things started to
happen again! I started looking at the clock and realised
I was having a surge about every 10 minutes! This was
exciting! The surges begun to feel
cont/...

Australian consumer advocacy organisation made
up of individuals and groups who share a
commitment to improving the care of women in
pregnancy, birth and the postnatal period.
Non-profit, non-political and non-sectarian.
www.maternitychoices.org.au
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a bit stronger and I needed to do more than just stand or
walk through them. I was feeling more uncomfortable
in my lower back so I got a heat pack and was able to
wrap it on with a sarong which was very soothing. I
also began doing figure of eights with my hips, moving
my hips side to side. Time passed slowly and I started
to feel very tired and wondered if I was going to get
any more sleep during the night. I stared enviously at
Daniel sound asleep on the couch, unaware of what was
happening around him. I tried to lie down but when a
surge came on it was too painful to stay there and I was
feeling like I needed to start preparing myself to start
riding them out even though I was still only having one
roughly every 10 minutes.
Some more time passed and I managed to lie down
and fall asleep quickly but I was woken suddenly in the
midst of a very painful surge and then an urgent need to
vomit because of the pain. I ran to the kitchen sink and
vomited, Daniel still not stirring.
I was moving around our living room trying different
positions with the ball and leaning on our counter
but soon realised standing up vertically doing figure
of eights with my hips during the surge is where I felt
most comfortable. When I put a real emphasis on them
I could feel the tension in my hips release, so it was
working as a pain reliever too (thank you active birth
workshop for reminding me of this!). I was starting to
feel impatient; I knew I had a long way to go. I thought
of all those stories of 3 hour labours the second time
around – why did I have to take so long!?
It was about 2am when I could hear some commotion
down the street so decided to see what was going on. I
went downstairs and realised how nice it was outside.
The half-moon was high in the sky and lit up our
garden, I peeked over our fence to see some youths
yelling at each other. I swayed through a surge and then
continued on with my nosiness. I giggled knowing they
had no idea a woman in labour was watching them!
My two dogs joined me wondering around the yard. I
wondered what they knew; I didn’t have much patience
for them in the last months of pregnancy but was
appreciating their company now and felt so full of love
for sharing this moment with them. I took myself back
upstairs after a few more surges, making my stride
purposefully long and wide up the staircase.
One of my own theories with Aidan was that his head
was not in the right position to start labour so I was very
conscious to do my best to make sure that didn’t slow us
down this time around, hence my determination to keep
active through all my surges.
I heard Aidan cry out in his sleep so I rushed in to
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comfort him. I lay down next to him and patted him
back to sleep and without a second thought I fell asleep
too. I was woken again suddenly with the start of a
surge, too scared to move or make a noise in case I woke
him up. I breathed through it, but it was again followed
by a wave of nausea. I tried to silently scramble out
of bed and made it to the bathroom to vomit again. I
checked my phone and realised I would have only been
asleep for 10 minutes max.
It took some convincing as it was a cool night, but about
3am I decided to move to the shower for a change of
scenery and hopefully pick things up a notch. I lit a
candle, put on some music and downloaded an app to
start tracking my surges. I danced around and rocked
myself through my surges, I was so glad I didn’t have
anyone watching me as I’m sure I would have been
feeling self-conscious of how I looked.
I had a strong feeling during this pregnancy that during
labour I wanted to do most of it on my own, with
privacy. I realised my surges were picking up a bit, but
they were 6-7 minutes apart and realised I was still a
long way from being in active labour with 3-4 minute
surges. After I timed about 7 surges I was becoming
irritated with trying to remember to start and stop
the timer, while trying to soothe myself with the lady
talking through the Hypnobirthing track. So, in a huff I
turned off the shower, the music and the surge timer and
put my phone away.
Daniel woke up when I got out the shower. I ushered
him to heat up my hot pack. Another surge came on and
I tried using him as support. I thought it would be nice
to connect like we had during Aidans labour. I rested
my arms on his shoulders and swayed my hips while he
stroked my back. But it just wasn’t doing it for me. I had
to apologise and walk away, I knew then I really wanted
to labour on my own. A few more surges and things
were starting to get harder to manage. I could feel myself
getting exhausted again. It was about 4am and I had to
force myself back in the shower so I could have water
on my back. I started to become noisier during surges, I
braced myself between the bath tap and shower taps and
swayed and groaned through each of them. I thought of
how a midwife friend had told me how you could check
the baby’s head descending with your fingers yourself
so I decided to try. I was shocked to find I could feel
something! I wasn’t sure if it was a head or the sack but
I could touch it - although each time I did it would send
my body into another surge!
I then decided to focus on visualising the baby’s head
moving further down my birth canal. The feeling that
my baby was on its way picked me up with excitement
and was a nice boost of endorphins. I still didn’t feel
very ‘within’ myself, so I closed my eyes and tried to

quieten my mind. I focussed on my breathing, the
water running all over my body, and allowing myself
to fully vocalise each surge. I looked at my phone again
and saw the time, 5:30am, wow time was going quickly
now! “OK” I thought, “this baby is going to be here
by 8:30am.” I wasn’t sure what signalled it but I asked
Daniel to start filling up the birth pool. “Are you sure
you are ready yet?” He said to which I shortly replied
“just do it”. During a surge I planted my head into the
corner of the shower and tried to breathe gently. As I
felt the surge coming on I breathed in and gently lifted
my diaphragm up, I really focused on that and didn’t
start to let out my breath until I was well over the peak
of it. Wow, I hadn’t even made a sound! So that’s what
those silent hypnobirthing women had mastered! But
not me - not long after, a surge came on suddenly and
I wasn’t ready for it, I let it all out and pounded my fist
against the shower wall just to get through it. I really
hoped Daniel didn’t come running in as I didn’t want
his attention, but he had told me later he had thought to
himself “Gee, that must have been a hard one!”

Daniel had already called his parents to come and get
him, they had already planned to take him to the beach
that morning but we appreciated them being able
to come earlier. Suddenly my mother–in-law poked her
head in the bathroom door, “Hi Jenna! You’re doing so
well!” She said. I was a bit shocked how relaxed she was
seeing me in all my glory.

6:30am rolled around and Aidan woke up, he must have
known something was going on as usually we could
count on him to sleep in till 7:30am. Daniel fed him, but
he was whining to see me so we decided he could come
in the shower with me. I had wanted him to be there
at my birth but wasn’t sure how this was going to go.
Another surge came on and I let out another big moan.
His jaw dropped as he looked up at me, “please don’t
make that noise mummy!” he said. I reminded him how
we had talked about mummy sounding like a big cow
when the baby was coming, and that it was a good thing.

We had set up the birthing pool in the room across from
the bathroom. I had stuck up my affirmations above the
birthpool that homebirthers around Australia had sent
me (we had sent them to each other), and some that I
had also had for Aidan’s birth.

She swept up Aidan and I could hear Daniel and her
talking outside the door. I let out a huge moan during
another surge to let them know it was time to leave! I
really wanted to be alone at that point. I could feel that
things were getting serious. I told Daniel to call the
midwife and he left her a text saying I was labouring in
the shower.
It was getting close to 8 o’clock and I decided to see
if I could feel the baby’s head any lower, but I was
left disappointed as it felt further away than I had
remembered it before. I felt it was time to get out of the
shower; the water was beginning to get too cool.

With the morning light coming through the shear white
curtains the space felt nice and cosy.
cont/...

Birth Pool Positioned Beside The Window With Inspirational
Pictures and Affirmations Close By
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I hobbled over and was looking forward to sliding into a
nice warm bath, but as I touched the water I realised it was
not even close to warm. I yelled in panic to Daniel, “the
water isn’t even warm, it’s meant to be warm!” I stood in
the room and quickly had to decide whether I run back
to the shower or get in the pool, because the last thing I
wanted was to contract in the air when I had no pain relief!
I quickly slid in the birth pool and gritted my teeth. The
water level didn’t feel high enough but I was surprised
at how long my body was allowing me to take to get
comfortable. I rested and paused for a bit, appreciative of
the time and feeling very relaxed, wondering what labour
would look like now.
Daniel was downstairs putting one of our dogs away. I
could feel a surge arising but as I got to the peak of it an
intense urge to push took over my body and it felt like the
baby moved inches down my birth canal! I screamed for
help over and over, I had never needed anyone during my
labour until this point and now there was no one around.
Daniel came rushing in to tell me the midwife was on
her way, but left again to attend to the water boiling on
the stove top (and to text the midwife to let her know I
was pushing in the pool!). Another surge came on and
I gripped the handles on the pool and screamed for help
again during the intensity of surge.
I heard a car door slam and knew it was my midwife,
I could hear her trying to get through our gate then
clambering up the stairs with her equipment and yelling at

our other 65kg dog to get out of her way. She came rushing
into the room and checked on me, “oh great, no head yet!”
she said.
I listened to her giving Daniel instructions.
Another surge came on and the urge to push took over me,
these surges were much more intense than I remembered
them being with Aidan. I reached over my back and
pushed on my perineum with my hand as there was so
much pressure against it. My midwife continued hastily
unpacking her equipment.
My next surge came on and I grunted so loud, “I can see
the head!” she said. My heart was racing, and I felt I was in
a little bit of a panic. My midwife must have picked up on
it because her manor changed. Her voice became gentle.
She prepared me for my next surge and reminded me of
my Hypnobirthing breathing, and to try to focus on my
breath and being calm. What she was doing for me was so
welcomed, as I really felt I wanted everyone around me
at this point. Daniel was stroking my shoulders as I was
resting on the step in the pool, “please don’t leave me” I
said, trying to submerge my entire body in the water. The
weightless feeling and Daniels strokes were everything I
needed.
Looking back, this was transition, what a powerful
experience it was! I just had to let go now and let the stages
of my baby separating from me unfold. Another surge and
more of the head began to show. As I reached further down
I felt the head and lots of thick hair in my hands, waving in
the water between my fingers.
cont/...

Labouring Alone Was Jennas Choice But During Transition Having
Daniel Stroke Her Head Was Everything She Needed
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Jenna Could Reach Around To Touch Isla’s Emerging Head
The enormity of meeting my baby soon filled me with
joy and being able to touch it was the beginning of our
connection outside of my womb. I could hear the midwives
giggling describing this long thick black hair waving in the
water, and Daniel coming over to my rear end to have a
look.
Another long surge came and the head felt like it was
almost out, with my eyes closed I felt like I was right there
looking at the head too. I tried to hold it there stretching
me so I didn’t have long to go on the next surge but I
couldn’t and it suddenly disappeared back inside. My
midwife heard my disappointment so reassured me it was
positive, gently stretching me wider so the baby could
come out more gently for me as well.

legs without disturbing her and saw what I thought were
a pair of testicles, “oh it really is a boy!” I said confused
as I had been feeling it was a girl but decided it was likely
a boy during the end of my pregnancy. There was a bit
of confusion as my midwife asked to check again, as she
pulled a part her legs and I realised I was looking a swollen
vagina, “oh my gosh, it’s a girl!” and we all had a good
laugh.
I started bleeding heavily in the water, so I was quickly
helped out of the pool and onto the floor. She started
breast feeding and I was hoping I would have a natural 3rd
stage but I was losing too much blood. With my consent,
the birth of the placenta was managed and Daniel cut the
umbilical cord.

Again, I just loved having her there. She explained with the
next surge the head would come out and sure enough it
did. My baby’s head fell into my hand, a head full of hair,
I was already so full of joy and I hadn’t even seen it yet.
She then calmly prepared me for the birth of my baby, on
my next surge she let me know she was going to guide my
baby underneath my leg as I turned around and sat up and
I could pull baby slowly up to my chest. And that’s exactly
how it went, at 8:36am on the 20th May covered in a
thick layer of vernix our gorgeous little bundle was calmly
birthed and gently pulled out of the water. I looked at her,
taking all of her in, she was beautiful. She let out a big wail
so I pulled her in close against my chest and held her still. I
looked at Daniel, we smiled and kissed.

The other midwife who had arrived during the birth,
prepared a nice bed for us on the couch with towels, and
I waddled over there and lay down with Isla on my chest.
She latched on so well and breastfed for an hour. Daniel
let his parents know they could bring Aidan home and I
messaged my friend I had been updating, and some other
close friends, to let them know she was now here with us
at home. I was soaking up every bit of it, how lucky we
were that we could be at home, it was so cosy and beautiful.
Aidan waltzed into the house and Daniel gave him a big
cuddle and brought him over to Isla and I. He touched her
head so gently and we introduced them, he climbed on the
couch and just watched her. It was pure bliss, we will never
forget that feeling.

The midwife asked me to check the sex, I tried to open her

Cont/...
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A Moment They Will Never Forget
Thank you to Jenna & Daniel for sharing their inspirational birth story :)
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Childbirth Education Association
knowledge • confidence • choice

Pregnancy

Yoga

CEA’s Pregnancy Yoga
is designed to help
women prepare for
a positive, confident
birth.
Postures include
abdominals, strength
work, pelvic floor,
hip openers, positive
visualisation and
relaxation for birth.
Cost Per Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12
5 Class Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $48

No need to book, just come along.
Venue:
Meeting Room
Nightcliff Community Centre
Saturday’s 11.30am – 12:45pm

Childbirth Education Association
Nightcliff Community Centre
6/18 Bauhinia Street, Nightcliff
Office hours: Tues–Fri, 9am–12noon
Tel: 08 8948 3043

www.ceadarwin.asn.au
info@ceadarwin.asn.au
Join us on Facebook:
Childbirth Education
Association Darwin
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